I just starting this telling you that I am now a Host. One may question, why did the host
be? Become? It was fate to be one with the Self; a great story of the mind, but overall, the Mind
comes and overrides the simple things.
1. Buddha is Mind; mind is Ego.
2. Mind is Knowing and Ego is Knowledge.
3. Knowing leads to Awareness
4. Knowledge leads to Ignorance
5. Buddha is Knowing Awareness
6. Ego is Knowledgeable Ignorance
The guest, has appointed the hour to define the particulars of form. The form divides itself into
infinitude forms, but always remains as Oneness.
For imagine the Circle cyclically forming and expanding in the area of “thought-bubbles”. A
“thought-bubble” is a protein that reacts with the receptors in the brain, thus then collecting or
firing, it creates the osmosis between the membranes and comes through to the receiving
transmitter into a higher collection of “passive-thought” or “quick-thought”.
In the receptors and transmitters, the “passive-thought” is “thought-bubbles” collected and
comes more as a calm and full thought. A “quick-thought” would be the release of
“thought-bubbles” in a rapid instinctive motion.
In the process of understanding the mind; one has to see it’s pursuit of seeking, justifying its ego
in the position of hearing the story of Self. When the ego realizes its pursuit is rather frivolous, it
concentrates into a more developed and logical system that forms and uniforms and symbolic
relationships to reality. This is a lower quality of man’s informational process, but is overall, the
animal logical system.
The Mind is a unit of Awareness before projection. It shows that the Thought precedes energy,
and that the matter we live in has a Reality behind the veil that moves in the way. For knowing
the Absolute can never be defined in knowledge, but it can be known through Absolute
Experience. Thus, by being the passive meditation, the “thought-bubbles” create larger amount
of energy for the Mind to become Aware of in the projection. By leaving space, we can fill with
less clutter.
Finally, the Sedata given, will be.

